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I am an Australian wife, mother and teacher and I have Cowden's syndrome. This is a rare
genetic condition which effects 1 in 200 000. Cowden's syndrome is caused by a damaged gene
which usually controls cell growth. As the gene is faulty I grow tumours ( lumps) all the time and
am at a higher risk than most for cancer. This is why my blog on social media is called "
Chronicles of a Lumpy person". Writing the blog has helped me cope by sharing my story and
the challenges I have faced in my life.In 2013 another story unexpectedly unfolded when my
daughter was diagnosed with a life threatening medical condition of her own. So far she has
required 15 major procedures (including two craniotomies) in her brain. It is highly likely I have
passed on the defective gene to her.Dealing with my own condition is very hard but watching
your child go through her own hell is heart breaking. I never imagined my story would unfold in
this way and unfortunately we haven't seen the end yet.I'm not a famous author, nor am I an
expert in editing. I'm just a Mum on a journey to advocate for a very rare condition. Together with
my daughter, I'm also on a mission to show that " giving up" gets you nowhere.



This book is dedicated to my sister Michaela who encouraged me to “write it all down”.Dear
ReaderI’m going to tell you a story which some of you may have trouble believing. Let me assure
you right from the start that everything you are about to read is true; every drama, every
anecdote, every story is true.My name is Suzannah. I was born in Derby, England to Maltese
parents, but spent my early childhood in Malta, before immigrating to Australia in1975 and
growing up in Perth, Western Australia.Today I’m a wife and a mother to two beautiful young
women. We used to be a typical “normal” Aussie family. And I suppose we would still be, if I
didn’t have the sort of body that insists on messing us all around.Let me explain. From my
conception a medical condition was brewing. My body gave me early warning signs from
childhood, but the technology back then wasn’t sufficiently advanced to understand these signs.
It would take breast cancer at the age of 42 (many years later), before the pieces of the jigsaw
would be put together and finally start to make sense.In 2010, I was diagnosed with a rare
genetic disorder called Cowden’s syndrome, which no doctor other than the one who diagnosed
me had ever heard of. This diagnosis made me feel lonely and “strange”, and in desperate need
of information I started doing some research.Surprisingly I discovered details for online support
groups. The people in these groups have become a second family and have helped me deal
with the fact that this condition only effects 1 in 200 000 people and I had been chosen.Having
Cowden’s syndrome is no walk in the park. As a result of this condition I have lost multiple
organs and I have also had so many benign tumours removed, I’ve lost count. Cowden’s
increases your risk of cancer and to date I have had both breast cancer and a sarcoma. My life
sometimes feels like a ticking time bomb and I work hard to not allow the syndrome to destroy
my spirit or define me.It did however give destroying me a very good shot, because in July 2013,
out of the blue and totally unexpectedly, my then 19 year old daughter became very, very ill. To
date she has required 15 major neurological interventions, of which 2 have been craniotomies.
As it is highly likely that I have passed on the gene for Cowden’s syndrome to her, this is
sometimes a bitter pill to swallow. I can manage when a medical drama is about me, but I do
struggle when anyone or anything hurts my daughters.This book is an ongoing account of some
very traumatic years in my life, dealing with not only my condition but also my daughter’s. My
sister Michaela encouraged me to cope by writing it all down, and this led to the beginning of my
blog “Chronicles of a Lumpy Person”, upon which this book is based.This is a story of trauma
and grief interspersed with laughter, resilience and a strong belief that everything is in God’s
capable hands.Welcome to ONE LUMP OR TWO?LoveSuzannahxxxTABLE OF
CONTENTSTHE COWIT’S ALL ABOUT THE BOOBSBOOBS BE GONEOFF WITH THE
OTHER ONE TOOA “COW” IS BORNMENOPAUSE NOT THE MUSICALMY FAVOURITE
ELDEST DAUGHTER (F.E.D)WTF IS WRONG?BACK ON PLANET MENO…NOT AGAIN!I
FINALLY LOSE ITCAN WE DO PART 2 YET?ONE TOUGH CHICKCRY ME A RIVERBACK TO
ME AND BACK AGAINMAY WE HAVE ONE GOOD WEEKEND PLEASE?THE NEVER
ENDING NEED FOR DOCTORSCYCLONE CIARA TURNS 18OH JOY! IT’S DOCTORS
WEEKREADY TO RUMBLE ONCE MORENORMAL FOR A WHILEIT’S OK TO GET



HELPWAITING CAN DRIVE YOU MADASHTON ACT 2YOU HAVE GOT TO BE
JOKINGEPILOGUETHE OLD WOMANMAYBE TOMORROWTHE POWER OF BACONJUST A
LOAD OF NONSENSE THE COWWhen I was young all my class mates used to go away during
the school holidays. For me however, my holiday destination was often a hospital. My earliest
memory of going to hospital was in Malta where I grew up. I had my tonsils removed at the age
of 7 and I remember being terrified because my Mother was made to go home in the evenings
and I was left alone in a big, lonely room with the strangest looking nurses ever (nuns). I never
forgot this experience and years later whenever my kids needed to go to hospital I always stayed
with them if they wanted me.At the age of 11, soon after we moved to Australia, a giant lump
appeared near my left knee. Being a typical kid I was fascinated by it but of course my parents
were very concerned. As a doctor my father had access to a number of excellent specialists and
it wasn’t long before I ended up in Princess Margaret Hospital, without ever really understanding
the gravity of the situation. What was an otherwise healthy 11 year old child doing with a giant
lump on her left knee?Princess Margaret hospital was fun. It must have been around Telethon
time because I remember a number of stars coming to visit me. I also remember getting my own
cubicle, (because the nurse said I was a big girl) and being allowed to have the curtains closed
when on the “porta potty” thing the ward had.The knee lump was benign. They called it a
haemangioma (a benign blood vessel tumour) and to this day I still sport a giant scar where the
lump had once been.Over the years I found more lumps and my Dad always had doctors
remove them as quickly as they arose. Even though they were tumours I started calling them
lumps because people would always give you a terrified look if you said tumour. Ridiculous isn’t
it? Tumours apparently made them think of cancer but I never worked out why “lump” was a
better word! Anyway out of respect for the delicate feelings of many around me, all tumours from
an early age became known as lumps.The lumps were always there in one form or another.
Nobody knew why they grew. My doctor Dad used to joke I was an expert lump grower but I
would have preferred to be an expert grower of something else, preferably something yummy.
When I met my later to be husband, one of our first romantic dates was to a hospital ward for
removal of giant lipoma (fat tumours) on my arms. How romantic! He should have run then!
Although I am skipping a lot, I finally got some answers in 2009 when my father then retired, had
some time on his hands and could do some research. Results from a colonoscopy indicated
some rare unusual structures called hamartomas in my bowels. My confused Dad took to his
books and tried to solve this once and for all. Bingo! He found an almost perfect match –
Cowden’s syndrome, a rare genetic condition with an increased risk of tumours and of course
cancer.Genetic testing confirmed the diagnosis and there finally was a reason for a life of lumps,
by that stage both benign and malignant. The diagnosis was met with horror by my family,
especially when told that as a dominant condition they all had a chance of also having it.
Subsequent testing would show that the condition in fact started in our family with me. My
siblings and parents tested negative. In fact, the only ones at risk are my own children.My
mother took the news badly and refused to believe that a child of hers could have such a



condition. Unfortunately she also took to Google to do her research and came face to face with
some horrific pictures. Probably out of fear of the unknown she called it (and continues to call it)
The Cow. It is still hard today to talk to her about anything to do with the syndrome.I do worry
about my children having the condition as it doesn’t just end with lumps. For me it has meant
removal of thyroid, breasts, uterus, ovaries and appendix. I don’t want my children to go through
any of this especially the removal of girly bits, which really upset me when it happened to me.
One day I asked my plastic surgeon a serious question that had been bothering me. I should
have known better, because he can be a joker. I asked him if I was technically a woman without
breasts, without uterus and ovaries and with low oestrogen. His answer was “you will always be
a woman because you will nag like one”. Thanks a lot! At least his answer made me laugh!This
year my eldest daughter will be tested for Cowden’s syndrome. Yes I’m worried. Yes, I’m actually
terrified of a positive result. But, if it is Cowden’s at least she will know early in the piece and not
spend her whole life wondering what the hell was going on with her body, like I did! IT’S ALL
ABOUT THE BOOBSThe day I was diagnosed with breast cancer made me so cross because in
the afternoon I had arranged with my kids to go shopping for new curtains. It had taken ages to
find some time where nobody had anything on after school and I felt ripped off. I WOULD
NEVER GET MY CURTAINS AT THIS RATE!Also on the cards that day was a TAFE Hospitality
assessment for a certificate in kitchen operations, I needed for work. But before any of this could
happen, I had to check in at the surgeon’s rooms for the results of a breast lump I had removed
two weeks prior. I would just make my assessment if he was on time and surely Monday morning
8.30 am he would be, I remember thinking.My husband Mark insisted on coming with me. I
found that a tad unusual as he didn’t usually bother, but as I wasn’t in the mood for an argument
and in a big rush anyway, I said nothing. All I needed that day was for the surgeon to remove the
dressing and to tell me the usual stuff – “benign lump, probably haemangioma” – and then I
would be off to TAFE to complete my certificate.As I was called into the doctor’s room I smiled at
a woman whom I knew from the kid’s dance school. Her name was Lyndsey and she was a
breast care nurse. She smiled back but ten seconds later as I was settling into the doctor’s chair,
she followed me in.I knew before the doctor opened his mouth and to say my world just caved in
would be an understatement.I had breast cancer… No there was no mistake…Lyndsey was
here to help me.“Breast cancer is very treatable these days. I wish you luck”. Total appointment
time was approximately 5 minutes. Repercussions of the appointment were lifelong … plus no
curtain shopping.Another thing happening that day (of all days) was that a plasterer had finally
started at our house replacing all the old fashioned face brick with more modern plaster walls.
Our house looked like ground zero AND of all days there was a stranger working in it. Mark and I
needed somewhere to lie down and take all the news in, but we couldn’t go home. I didn’t want a
stranger seeing me in the state I was in. We ended up booking a room in a nearby motel. I didn’t
have the energy to walk to the car and I remember feeling that the world was rotating and
somehow I couldn’t get off. I couldn’t even smile when Mark came back with the news that
someone from his hometown had seen him pay for a room. I wonder to this day what they must



have thought he was up to.In reality he was up to little. We lay on the bed in the dingy motel room
and I sobbed my heart out finally falling asleep. I eventually rang my brother to go and give Dad
the news and my sister to go and do the same to Mum. They went to tell my youngest sister
together.Telling the children was the hardest thing I have ever had to do in my life. They knew
something was up when Dad picked them up from school and the promised curtain shopping
expedition wasn’t on the cards. They knew something was up because when they walked into
the house, I was sitting on the floor, amidst all the renovation mess, waiting for them.There were
tears and doors slamming. I always remember my brave little Ciara saying that if the doctor said
it was fixable she wasn’t worried. She lied. She was worried. My other daughter Ashton wore her
heart on her sleeve and sobbed freely.It was a long night. Phone calls were made, children were
taken care of and then there was me. The shock hadn’t worn off yet but I eventually managed to
curl up with my husband and cry myself to sleep.Over the next few months, life as I knew it
changed. Luckily, most of my classes had finished for the year and my colleagues combined
efforts to cover the classes I had left. I couldn’t speak to anyone. My shock levels were very high
and I kept busy giving our department office a thorough clean out. Nothing I did however took
away the feeling of a ticking time bomb inside my chest.As the shock was gradually replaced by
anger, I think I could quite easily have cut off my own breast. I was anxious. I wanted it all gone
yesterday, but at the same time I wondered what was different this time that the result had been
malignant. I was 42 and after many, many lumps this was the first malignant result. My boss told
me not to lose my sense of humour in what was to come. The words fell on shocked ears the day
they were given. However, over the next few months, I would often remember his words when I
was struggling to cope with my ever changing world.In a way his words reminded me of how I
had always coped. Once when we were teenagers my sister Michaela and I accidentally
became locked out of the house. To pass the time we devised a game we called simply THE
BODY GAME. What you had to do is give your opponent a letter of the alphabet and they had to
tell you a part of their body starting with that letter and something that was wrong with the part.
My sister beat me hands down that day, but not before we had become hysterical with laughter
about the fact that we both had such problematic bodies.Back then my sister and I both coped
with humour and my boss’ words inadvertently reminded me of this. When I came face to face
with my sister days later, I tried to lighten the mood by giving her letter B. She whacked me
across the body and said that I wasn’t playing fair. Then she burst into tears and gave me a
hug. My sister's wedding - pre-mastectomy January 2009 BOOBS BE GONE There was
nothing else I could do but face the medical drama head on. First stage was a meeting with the
female breast surgeon. I remember feeling happy about that at the time thinking that maybe it
meant she would be more empathetic. She was, but she was also tough as nails. In our first
appointment Mark’s mobile went off and she ate him alive and spat out the carcass. We were
terrified of her – me because she was going to cut off my boob, Mark because she was a force to
be reckoned with.The next month passed slowly. Until recently (six years later), I had blocked
out much of this time. It was probably my body’s way of protecting me. I do remember a failed



lumpectomy and the saga of the clear margins. You see when they take out a lump it has to have
a margin of clear, non-cancerous cells. My lumpectomy didn’t have these clear margins. I had
blooming cancer cells anywhere they pleased in my breast.The options available to me were
another wider cut lumpectomy plus 6 weeks of radiation or mastectomy. Six weeks of radiation
would mean six weeks away from home, without the kids. I envisaged ruined schooling and
upset routines and instinctively knew I couldn’t be away from my kids for such a long period. For
all the wrong reasons I opted for mastectomy. It was to be my life saver as I will shortly explain.
The surgeon asked me to go away and think about it but I assured her I didn’t need to. I think I
made some pathetic joke about my boobs always having been trouble and that I was glad to be
rid of them. She didn’t laugh even though ironically she makes a living out of problematic boobs
like mine.What I did opt for was a breast MRI. Thanks to the stupidity of the Australian
government this was not available free of charge nor rebateable on Medicare. It cost a hell of a
lot of money which we really didn’t have, so my Dad paid for it. It was an awful experience. You
see I am very claustrophobic so an MRI is always a challenge. But in this case, I was on my belly
and tilted forward and it was horrible!

Princess Margaret hospital was fun. It must have been around Telethon time because I
remember a number of stars coming to visit me. I also remember getting my own cubicle,
(because the nurse said I was a big girl) and being allowed to have the curtains closed when on
the “porta potty” thing the ward had.The knee lump was benign. They called it a haemangioma
(a benign blood vessel tumour) and to this day I still sport a giant scar where the lump had once
been.Over the years I found more lumps and my Dad always had doctors remove them as
quickly as they arose. Even though they were tumours I started calling them lumps because
people would always give you a terrified look if you said tumour. Ridiculous isn’t it? Tumours
apparently made them think of cancer but I never worked out why “lump” was a better word!
Anyway out of respect for the delicate feelings of many around me, all tumours from an early age
became known as lumps.The lumps were always there in one form or another. Nobody knew
why they grew. My doctor Dad used to joke I was an expert lump grower but I would have
preferred to be an expert grower of something else, preferably something yummy. When I met
my later to be husband, one of our first romantic dates was to a hospital ward for removal of
giant lipoma (fat tumours) on my arms. How romantic! He should have run then!Although I am
skipping a lot, I finally got some answers in 2009 when my father then retired, had some time on
his hands and could do some research. Results from a colonoscopy indicated some rare
unusual structures called hamartomas in my bowels. My confused Dad took to his books and
tried to solve this once and for all. Bingo! He found an almost perfect match – Cowden’s
syndrome, a rare genetic condition with an increased risk of tumours and of course
cancer.Genetic testing confirmed the diagnosis and there finally was a reason for a life of lumps,
by that stage both benign and malignant. The diagnosis was met with horror by my family,
especially when told that as a dominant condition they all had a chance of also having it.



Subsequent testing would show that the condition in fact started in our family with me. My
siblings and parents tested negative. In fact, the only ones at risk are my own children.My
mother took the news badly and refused to believe that a child of hers could have such a
condition. Unfortunately she also took to Google to do her research and came face to face with
some horrific pictures. Probably out of fear of the unknown she called it (and continues to call it)
The Cow. It is still hard today to talk to her about anything to do with the syndrome.I do worry
about my children having the condition as it doesn’t just end with lumps. For me it has meant
removal of thyroid, breasts, uterus, ovaries and appendix. I don’t want my children to go through
any of this especially the removal of girly bits, which really upset me when it happened to me.
One day I asked my plastic surgeon a serious question that had been bothering me. I should
have known better, because he can be a joker. I asked him if I was technically a woman without
breasts, without uterus and ovaries and with low oestrogen. His answer was “you will always be
a woman because you will nag like one”. Thanks a lot! At least his answer made me laugh!This
year my eldest daughter will be tested for Cowden’s syndrome. Yes I’m worried. Yes, I’m actually
terrified of a positive result. But, if it is Cowden’s at least she will know early in the piece and not
spend her whole life wondering what the hell was going on with her body, like I did! IT’S ALL
ABOUT THE BOOBSThe day I was diagnosed with breast cancer made me so cross because in
the afternoon I had arranged with my kids to go shopping for new curtains. It had taken ages to
find some time where nobody had anything on after school and I felt ripped off. I WOULD
NEVER GET MY CURTAINS AT THIS RATE!Also on the cards that day was a TAFE Hospitality
assessment for a certificate in kitchen operations, I needed for work. But before any of this could
happen, I had to check in at the surgeon’s rooms for the results of a breast lump I had removed
two weeks prior. I would just make my assessment if he was on time and surely Monday morning
8.30 am he would be, I remember thinking.My husband Mark insisted on coming with me. I
found that a tad unusual as he didn’t usually bother, but as I wasn’t in the mood for an argument
and in a big rush anyway, I said nothing. All I needed that day was for the surgeon to remove the
dressing and to tell me the usual stuff – “benign lump, probably haemangioma” – and then I
would be off to TAFE to complete my certificate.As I was called into the doctor’s room I smiled at
a woman whom I knew from the kid’s dance school. Her name was Lyndsey and she was a
breast care nurse. She smiled back but ten seconds later as I was settling into the doctor’s chair,
she followed me in.I knew before the doctor opened his mouth and to say my world just caved in
would be an understatement.I had breast cancer… No there was no mistake…Lyndsey was
here to help me.“Breast cancer is very treatable these days. I wish you luck”. Total appointment
time was approximately 5 minutes. Repercussions of the appointment were lifelong … plus no
curtain shopping.Another thing happening that day (of all days) was that a plasterer had finally
started at our house replacing all the old fashioned face brick with more modern plaster walls.
Our house looked like ground zero AND of all days there was a stranger working in it. Mark and I
needed somewhere to lie down and take all the news in, but we couldn’t go home. I didn’t want a
stranger seeing me in the state I was in. We ended up booking a room in a nearby motel. I didn’t



have the energy to walk to the car and I remember feeling that the world was rotating and
somehow I couldn’t get off. I couldn’t even smile when Mark came back with the news that
someone from his hometown had seen him pay for a room. I wonder to this day what they must
have thought he was up to.In reality he was up to little. We lay on the bed in the dingy motel room
and I sobbed my heart out finally falling asleep. I eventually rang my brother to go and give Dad
the news and my sister to go and do the same to Mum. They went to tell my youngest sister
together.Telling the children was the hardest thing I have ever had to do in my life. They knew
something was up when Dad picked them up from school and the promised curtain shopping
expedition wasn’t on the cards. They knew something was up because when they walked into
the house, I was sitting on the floor, amidst all the renovation mess, waiting for them.There were
tears and doors slamming. I always remember my brave little Ciara saying that if the doctor said
it was fixable she wasn’t worried. She lied. She was worried. My other daughter Ashton wore her
heart on her sleeve and sobbed freely.It was a long night. Phone calls were made, children were
taken care of and then there was me. The shock hadn’t worn off yet but I eventually managed to
curl up with my husband and cry myself to sleep.Over the next few months, life as I knew it
changed. Luckily, most of my classes had finished for the year and my colleagues combined
efforts to cover the classes I had left. I couldn’t speak to anyone. My shock levels were very high
and I kept busy giving our department office a thorough clean out. Nothing I did however took
away the feeling of a ticking time bomb inside my chest.As the shock was gradually replaced by
anger, I think I could quite easily have cut off my own breast. I was anxious. I wanted it all gone
yesterday, but at the same time I wondered what was different this time that the result had been
malignant. I was 42 and after many, many lumps this was the first malignant result. My boss told
me not to lose my sense of humour in what was to come. The words fell on shocked ears the day
they were given. However, over the next few months, I would often remember his words when I
was struggling to cope with my ever changing world.In a way his words reminded me of how I
had always coped. Once when we were teenagers my sister Michaela and I accidentally
became locked out of the house. To pass the time we devised a game we called simply THE
BODY GAME. What you had to do is give your opponent a letter of the alphabet and they had to
tell you a part of their body starting with that letter and something that was wrong with the part.
My sister beat me hands down that day, but not before we had become hysterical with laughter
about the fact that we both had such problematic bodies.Back then my sister and I both coped
with humour and my boss’ words inadvertently reminded me of this. When I came face to face
with my sister days later, I tried to lighten the mood by giving her letter B. She whacked me
across the body and said that I wasn’t playing fair. Then she burst into tears and gave me a
hug. My sister's wedding - pre-mastectomy January 2009 BOOBS BE GONE There was
nothing else I could do but face the medical drama head on. First stage was a meeting with the
female breast surgeon. I remember feeling happy about that at the time thinking that maybe it
meant she would be more empathetic. She was, but she was also tough as nails. In our first
appointment Mark’s mobile went off and she ate him alive and spat out the carcass. We were



terrified of her – me because she was going to cut off my boob, Mark because she was a force to
be reckoned with.The next month passed slowly. Until recently (six years later), I had blocked
out much of this time. It was probably my body’s way of protecting me. I do remember a failed
lumpectomy and the saga of the clear margins. You see when they take out a lump it has to have
a margin of clear, non-cancerous cells. My lumpectomy didn’t have these clear margins. I had
blooming cancer cells anywhere they pleased in my breast.The options available to me were
another wider cut lumpectomy plus 6 weeks of radiation or mastectomy. Six weeks of radiation
would mean six weeks away from home, without the kids. I envisaged ruined schooling and
upset routines and instinctively knew I couldn’t be away from my kids for such a long period. For
all the wrong reasons I opted for mastectomy. It was to be my life saver as I will shortly explain.
The surgeon asked me to go away and think about it but I assured her I didn’t need to. I think I
made some pathetic joke about my boobs always having been trouble and that I was glad to be
rid of them. She didn’t laugh even though ironically she makes a living out of problematic boobs
like mine.What I did opt for was a breast MRI. Thanks to the stupidity of the Australian
government this was not available free of charge nor rebateable on Medicare. It cost a hell of a
lot of money which we really didn’t have, so my Dad paid for it. It was an awful experience. You
see I am very claustrophobic so an MRI is always a challenge. But in this case, I was on my belly
and tilted forward and it was horrible!
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L. Ortgea, “Giving Cowden"s Syndrome a Voice. Suffering with Cowden"s Syndrome can be very
lonely. Suzannah eloquently tells the tale of the never-ending battle those of us with this
syndrome face every day. She and her daughter are inspiring, yet the frank, honest tone of the
book keeps them "real." I would recommend this book to anyone looking to gain insight about
life with this rare genetic disorder.”

Ebook Tops Kunde, “Heartbreaking and Honest. Makes one feel grateful for ones health. And
honest account that will help anyone that feels they are in it alone..”

Ebook Tops Reader, “I loved the down to earth approach Suzannah takes within her .... I loved
the down to earth approach Suzannah takes within her stride. Opened my eyes to something I
would have been still oblivious to.”

Emmi Dack, “A must-read story of courage, resilience, faith and love.. This is a compelling
account of Suzannah’s long journey to a diagnosis of Cowden’s syndrome - now termed PTEN
Hamartoma Tumour syndrome (PHTS) when a mutated PTEN gene is found to be the root
cause, as in Suzannah. It is a genetic syndrome which primarily raises a person’s risk of
developing benign and malignant tumours, but can also cause a myriad of other health issues
including blood vessel malformations, immune system dysfunction - and, in some, autism and
other learning difficulties.She tells of her father’s persistent efforts to find the cause for his
daughter’s multiple health problems, and of her daughter Ashton’s dramatic health problems
which led to multiple brain surgeries.The book is an essential spotlight on a rare condition with
diverse effects, and should be compulsory reading for all those who work in breast,
gynaecology, endocrinology, neurology, urology and dermatology clinics; those eventually
diagnosed with PHTS are often seen in these clinics many times before the true cause of most
of their health problems is revealed.It is thought by many of the key PHTS researchers that the
condition is significantly under-diagnosed, mainly because the hallmark visible signs which
should raise suspicion of this genetic syndrome are often missed or dismissed. Among many
healthcare professionals there is an evident lack of knowledge about the signs and symptoms,
and an explanation commonly offered to me is that it is so uncommon that cases will rarely be
seen in a person’s medical career. Not a good excuse, I think, when the estimated lifetime
cancer risks are significant (85% is the often quoted breast cancer risk for women with PHTS),
and a missed early diagnosis means those affected cannot maximise their opportunity to
prevent cancer through regular screening and/or preventative surgery.Despite its serious topic, it
is an entertaining, very readable book which is interspersed with the humour that those who
experience serious illness resort to during tough times. It really is a must-read story of courage,
resilience, faith and love.”



doctor, “Well done Suzi. I read SuziT's book One Lump or Two? I could not get it off my hands
until I had finished reading it. Demonstrating enormous courage in confronting her medical
condition in the first place and subsequently exposing it to the view of her readers , Suzi gives a
vivid description of the difficulties she faced from the time she was a child right through to her
middle age. Her stoicism was further tested when she found that her own daughter was
suffering from an equally serious illness. She and her daughter took their medical condition in
their stride in spite of the ups and downs that they had to endure - no mean feat. She has
intelligently mixed the pathos of her story with some funny experiences throughout this ordeal. It
is unbelievable that a woman who had to deal not only with her own suffering but with that of her
daughter's could in simple but articulate language keep her reader wanting to know more about
their woes and their experiences throughout. Her frustrations dealing with a medical profession
(such as Dr Vitamins) that pretended to know all about this condition when they had
acknowledged that they had never heard of the syndrome are well illustrated. I suspect that this
may have been the reason why she wanted to write the book. - to establish cognizance of a
syndrome that is allegedly rare but may indeed be more common than is presently
acknowledged and may therefore be missed. In writing it, she has vented her feelings, a
therapeutic exercise which hopefully she has achieved.”

Maria Micallef, “One lump or two. It is an authentic read from a personal perspective.I did not
want it to finish and was disappointed when it finished so quickly.Highly recommended .I will
recommend this book to my book club .”

undefined, “Awesome Book. It was an awesome read, and can relate to it in so many ways. Hope
to see some more in the near future.”

Mavis Taylor, “A good read. It just makes you realise how lucky you are...A good read”

Milie Taillon, “Great read.. Great read, really well written. This family has a resilience like no
other.”

The book by Suzannah Taylor has a rating of  5 out of 4.8. 9 people have provided feedback.
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